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  48% of articles in Literary & Linguistic Computing between 
2004 and 2008 were collaboratively-authored. 

  41 of 116 (35%)  abstracts for posters, presentations, 
and panels given at the DH2008 conference include a 
form of the word "collaboration.” 

  67 of 104 (64%) papers and posters presented at DH 
2008 have more than one author. 

http://digitalscholarship.wordpress.com/2009/04/21/collaborative-
authorship-in-the-humanities/ 



  Data: “Re-use as non-concurrent collaboration” 
  Standards as collaborative technology 
  Organization: “a National Collaboratory” 
  Infrastructure/ Tools: “a research infrastructure for 

collaborative textual processing” 
  Interdisciplinary research: “collaborations of imaging 

and preservation scientists, information technology 
professionals, conservators and researchers” 

  Knowledge production: “collaborative authoring” 

  Quotations taken from DH 2009 Abstracts 



  Collaboration between Rice (Fondren Library & 
Humanities Research Center) & U of Maryland (MITH) 

  Goals: 
◦  Digitize unique archival collection 
◦  Provide common interface between partners’ 

repositories, enabling additional digital archives to be 
added 
◦  Offer tools for organizing, visualizing and sharing items 
◦  Foster innovative research and teaching 

  Supported by $1 million IMLS National Leadership Grant, 
with additional $1million in cost share 

  Currently in Year 2 

http://oaap.rice.edu 



  Collaborating among scholars, technologists, librarians, 
and scholars(/)technologists(/)librarians 

  Collaborating across institutions to develop content and 
tools 
◦  Building on open source software 

  Developing a framework to federate content from 
multiple repositories 
◦  Balancing standards conformance and low barriers to 

entry 
  Enabling scholarly collaboration through social tagging, 

etc. 





  “What topics and questions become salient if we 
reconceive our field with the transnational at its 
center? What roles might comparative, 
collaborative, border-crossing research play in this 
reconfigured field?” (Shelly Fisher-Fishkin, 2004) 

  Characteristics of hemispheric American studies: 
◦  Multi-lingual 
◦  De-centered 
◦  Heterogeneous 
◦  Comparative 
◦  Hybrid 
◦  Fluid 



  Access to open collections of multilingual research 
materials from throughout the Americas, not organized 
by categories like “nation” 

  “New research tools that simultaneously capture 
spatial and temporal data”: multidimensional, 
multidirectional, multilayered, dynamic 

  “Interactive research community” that supports 
“ongoing, interactive virtual engagement” 

  “Pedagogical innovation” that engages with the 
complexity of the Americas 

Levander, Caroline. “The Changing Landscape of American Studies 
in a Global Era.” Working Together or Apart. CLIR, 2009.  



  Rice University 
◦  Fondren Library & Humanities Research Center 
◦  Digitization, transcriptions, translations, metadata, 

markup, research modules, scholarly introductions 
  University of Maryland 
◦  Maryland Institute for Technology in the Humanities 

(MITH) 
◦  Integration of collections, development of web 2.0 

features including social tagging and a geospatial 
interface 

  Instituto Mora, Mexico City 
◦  Not part of initial grant 
◦  Digitizing materials relating to the socioeconomic and 

historical conditions of Mexico 



  Surveys of participants in 2 NEH Summer Seminars led 
by Caroline Levander 

  Meeting with leading scholars of Hemispheric American 
Studies, co-sponsored by the Council on Library & 
Information Resources (CLIR) 

  Presentations/demos to scholars at meetings and 
conferences throughout 2009 to gather feedback 

  More formal assessment planned for year 3 of the 
project 



  Access to wide range of materials 
◦  Broad geographical & temporal range 
◦  Diverse media 
◦  Place content in conversation 

  Sophisticated search tools 
◦  Search tool as “a friendly archivist,” pointing out 

relevant materials that you weren’t aware of 
◦  Cross-lingual searching 

  Support for collaboration 
◦  Sharing queries & information 
◦  Supports collaborative research projects 
◦  Acknowledges contributors 





  Based at U of Maryland 
(MITH) 

  “texts originally written in 
or about the Americas 
from 1492 to 
approximately 1820” 

  Project originated in digital anthology prepared for the 
2002 Early Ibero/Anglo Americanist Summit 

  TEI encoded texts 



  Manuscript & printed materials 
“documenting the political and 
cultural relationships between the 
United States, Mexico, Central and 
South America, Cuba, Spain, and 
Portugal”  

  Held at Rice’s Woodson Research 
Ctr. 

  Includes: 
◦  Government documents & 

decrees, such as constitutions 
◦  Journals 
◦  Letters 
◦  Books 
◦  Ephemera 



  Collections documenting 
social history of Mexico & 
Latin America, e.g. 
◦  Latin American 

independence movements 
◦  Women’s history 

  Collaborative connection:  a fellow at Rice’s Humanities 
Research Center (now faculty member in History 
Department) is associated with Mora  



  OAAP aims to: 
◦  Move past nation-based ways of organizing knowledge 
◦  Bring into view “political and cultural relationships 

along and across national borders” (Levander 2009) 
◦  Test different approaches to metadata creation 

  OAAP’s metadata approach: 
◦  All metadata captured as Dublin Core, as well as in 

TEI Headers 
◦  Catalogers create Library of Congress Subject 

Headings 
◦  Scholars add OAAP keywords 
◦  OAAP users create their own tags 



Library of Congress 
Subject Headings 
 Mexico -- Foreign 
relations -- United States. 
 Slavery -- Brazil -- 
History. 
 Chile -- Constitution -- 
1833. 
 Goliad (Tex.)--
Description and travel. 

OAAP Keywords 
  BORDERS   
  COLONIALISM  
  FEDERALISM  
  INTER-AMERICAN 

RELATIONS  
  LABOR  
  MIGRATION   
  SLAVERY 



  Provide access beyond Dublin Core metadata through 
TEI-encoded full text 

  Markup focused on basic structure (although we use 
<orig><reg> and <abbr><expan> for manuscripts to 
enhance searchability and flexibility in presenting 
content) 

  Keep it simple to: 
◦  Enable digitization of 25,000 pp.+ of text 
◦  Facilitate participation by other archives 



  Provide translations from Spanish or Portuguese to 
English of key documents 

  But there is a real desire among scholars for a cross-
lingual search interface 





  Federation enables partners to share content while 
retaining unique identity  

  Offer common search & browse interface to multiple 
repositories 

  Each partner contributes descriptive elements that can 
map to Dublin Core metadata 

  Scholars can add their own keywords via tagging layer 
  Harvester collects objects, which are then stored in 

MySQL database   
  Uses a data exchange standard based upon OAI's Static 

Repository XML model 





  View search results on timeline 
  Uses SIMILE’s Timeline interface 
  EADA uses date range; Americas uses a specific year 

for each item 



  Displays items in collection on a Google Map 
  Scholars did not want a map displaying current political 

boundaries, so we used the satellite view 





  Work with scholarly community in defining and 
developing digital archives 

  Set low barrier of entry for other archives to share 
content 

  Provide social tagging interface to enable scholars to  
◦  Describe resources in their own language 
◦  Share what they’ve found with others  





OAAP Keywords 

User-contributed keywords 





  Developing teaching modules based on archival materials 
using Connexions, an open educational repositories 

  Conducting sessions on teaching with the OAAP for AP 
teachers 



  Figuring out how to incorporate other archives with 
rich collections but lack of technical resources: 
◦  How flexible to be in applying standards 
◦  Who should host and sustain collections? 

  Developing metadata framework that doesn’t reinscribe 
rigid, nation-based epistemologies 
◦  Beyond bias & hierarchy 

  Representing fluidity and movement across space and 
time 
◦  Beyond points on a map, fixity 



  Allow scholarly examination of American literature 
from a hemispheric perspective: 

◦  develop a collection of texts, curricular models and 
teaching materials that embody a hemispheric 
approach to the study of the early Americas 

◦  generate professional and intellectual exchanges 
among scholars from various fields and from around 
the world 

  Create digitized version of primary sources not 
previously available to wide range and physically 
dispersed audience 

  Support addition of other digital archives with minimal 
barrier to entry 



Possibilities 
  Scholars contributing 

keywords & annotations to 
OAAP to aid discovery 

  Collaborative research 
projects, incorporating 
multiple skills/ perspectives 

  Collaborative scholarly 
publication 

  Collaborative learning, as 
students explore different 
perspectives on objects 

Challenges: How To… 
  Encourage participation 
  Validate & cite tags and 

filter out the noise 
  Balance scholarly needs & 

library standards 
  Recognize & reward 

collaboration 
  Make collections 

components of 
collaborative environments 

  Open up data so that it is 
useful in multiple contexts 



Fondren Library, Rice 
  Geneva Henry 
  Sid Byrd 
  Andrew Damico 
  Robert Estep 
  Amanda Focke 
  Jeff Koffler 
  Jiun Kuo 
  Philip Montgomery 
  Alice Rhoades 
  Monica Rivero 
  Lisa Spiro 
  Melissa Torres 
  Student project assistants 
Instituto Mora 
   Luis Jauregui Frias 
  Carlos Arellano 
  Magdaleno Azotla 

HRC, Rice 
  Caroline Levander 
  Carolyn Adams 
  Melissa Bailar 
  Lorena Gauthereau-Bryson 
  Camille George 
  Kristen Hallberg 
  Cory Ledoux 
  Moramay López-Alonso 
  Lily McKeage 
  Alex Schwent 
MITH 
  Neil Fraistat 
  Doug Reside 
  Carl Stahmer 
  Greg Lord 
  Graduate Student Programmers 



  Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) 
  CLIR 


